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Abstract

I have seen too many papers that, when dealing with large sets of long strings, argue
that one must choose between the time efficiency of some (more or less sophisticated)
search operations and the space succinctness of their solutions. In my lectures I ad-
dress this “old” dichotomy by discussing the most recent advances in compressing and
indexing strings. The moral is that: theoretically, it is no longer the case that such a
dichotomy does exist; practically, do exist some engineered implementations that ease
and stimulate the use of these sophisticated and effective tools in real applications.

On the Lectures

The string matching field has grown to such a complicated stage that various issues come
into play when studying it: data structure and algorithmic design, compression techniques,
architectural features, database principles, algorithmic engineering and experimentation.
My lectures concentrate on the currently well-studied interplay that does exist between two
research fields: indexing data structures and compressor design. This connection, at a first
glance, might appear paradoxical because these “tools” have antithetical goals. In fact,
index design aims at augmenting data with routing information (i.e. data structures) that
allow the efficient retrieval of patterns or the extraction of some information. Conversely,
compressors aim at removing the repetitiveness present in the data to squeeze them in a
reduced space occupancy. Recent results have shed new light on these two fascinating topics
by surprisingly showing that compressed indexes and strong compressors do exist, and they
can be designed by carefully orchestrating known, and novel, ideas born in both these two
research fields. This is actually an active area of research that, apart of interesting solu-
tions to many individual problems, lead to a foundational contribution: several indexing
and compression problems can be reduced to the design of some surprisingly simple basic
tools; improving these tools immediately leads to guaranteed time and space improvements
for the more sophisticated problems. This algorithmic framework has a twofold advantage:
theoretically, it allows researchers to study the simpler problems in order to design efficient
solutions and/or derive computational limitations for them; practically, it allows program-
mers to build efficient compressed indexes starting from engineered implementations of those
basic blocks (see e.g. the Pizza&Chili site [5]).

To highlight these interesting algorithmic issues, I deal with strings of various types—
binary or from a general alphabet, raw or with some structure (e.g. XML)— and with
the design of several kinds of query operations— from the classical substring/prefix/suffix
searches to more sophisticated operations which involve string content and structure. The
following bibliography provides few seeds to start digging into this fascinating topic.
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